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Risk Stratification in Medicine 

<Data-driven clinical predictions are routine in medical practice … but precise 

predictions about the distant future are often fundamentally impossible.>

<The so-called butterfly effect refers to the future’s extreme sensitivity to initial

conditions. Tiny variations, which seem dismissible as trivial rounding errors in 

measurements, can accumulate into massively different future events. Identical

twins with the same observable demographic characteristics, lifestyle, medical

care, and genetics necessarily generate the same predictions — but can still

end up with completely different real outcomes.>

<An accurate prediction of a patient outcome does not tell us what to do if we

want to change that outcome — in fact, we cannot even assume that it’s

possible to change the predicted outcomes.>



In a progressive disease like PAH, early and accurate risk prediction allows for 

the identification of patients who are more likely to progress rapidly, “rapid

progressors”. 

- Risk stratification is especially important in settings where clinical PAH 

experience is not available and could facilitate early referral to a PAH centre.

- A risk stratification algorithm could also offer a more individualised treatment 

strategy for PAH patients; by identifying risk stratum, guiding clinical decision

making and informing treatment options and goals. 

- Risk prediction modelling can help physicians allocate treatment resources in 

settings where they are scarce. 

- They can also be used to inform patients of their prognosis thereby allowing

them to make informed decisions about treatment options. 

- …. assist in the timely referral for lung transplantation. 

- Lastly, risk model-derived equations can enhance clinical study design both by 

selecting the appropriate study cohort and serving as a study end-point.

Risk Stratification in PAH



A(x,y,z)= e (007325x)+(0526y)-(0.3275z) 

(x=PAPm, y=RAP, z=CI) 

Survival probability at 1, 2 or 3 years:

P(1)=.75A

P(2)=.65A 

P(3)=.55A

First proposal in 1991 – NIH Equation

• NIH registry: Ann Intern Med 1991; 115:343  

• J Sandoval et al: Circulation 1994; 89:1733

Risk assessment in PAH



Important message :

“Mortality in PPH is largely associated with 
hemodynamic variables that assess right ventricular
function”

However:

never used in routine clinical practice: complex
equation, based on invasive data, for many years
useless (no possibility to adjust therapy according
to risk).

First proposal in 1991 – NIH Equation

• NIH registry: Ann Intern Med 1991; 115:343  

• J Sandoval et al: Circulation 1994; 89:1733

Risk assessment in PAH



The REVEAL score 

2010 – REVEAL risk score

Risk assessment in PAH



The REVEAL Score Calculator 2.0 

2010 – REVEAL risk score

Not used in clinical practice (in Europe): reluctancy of 

physicians, maybe difficulty of associating a number

with a risk.

Risk assessment in PAH



• ESC/ERS Guidelines 2015 risk assessment Table.

Risk assessment in PAH



How to assess the risk in PAH

Everything changes in autumn 2017!



• 3 different European groups publish abbreviated versions of

the ESC/ERS 2015 Guidelines stratification approach.

How to assess the risk in PAH



Patients were categorized 
as ‘Low’, ‘Intermediate’, or 
‘High’ risk according to cut-
off values for FC, 6MWD, 
NT-proBNP, RA area, RAP, 
PE, CI, and SvO2 
Each variable was graded 
from 1 to 3. Dividing the 
sum of all grades by the 
number of available 
variables rendered
a mean grade. 

Eur Heart J 2017; June 1
(A) baseline risk group = 530 

(B) follow-up risk group = 383 



Variables from 1558 patients with
newly diagnosed PAH enrolled into
COMPERA: WHO class, 6MWT, BNP, 
CI, RAP, MVO2. 

At least two were available in all
1588 patients (primary analysis set), 
at least three in 1580 (99.4%) 
patients, at least four in 1515 
(95.3%) patients, at least five in 
1312 (82.6%) patients and all six
variables were available in 879 
(55.4%) patients.

For each patient, the sum of all
grades was divided by the number
of available variables and rounded
to the next integer to define the risk
group. Calculations were made from
baseline assessments and from
follow-up assessments between 3
months and 2 years after the 
initiation of medical therapy for
PAH.



Variables from 1558 patients with
newly diagnosed PAH enrolled into
COMPERA: WHO class, 6MWT, BNP, 
CI, RAP, MVO2. 



1017 incident patients with idiopathic, heritable and drug-induced PAH between 2006 
and 2016 were studied.
Four low-risk criteria were assessed: at diagnosis and at first re-evaluation 
- WHO functional class I or II, 
- 6MWD >440 m, 
- right atrial pressure <8 mmHg 
- cardiac index ⩾2.5 L·min−1·m−2.

Eur Respir J 2017 50:1700889



<this study helps validate the

multidimensional approach to risk

assessment recommended in the

2015 ERS/ESC guidelines in a

large cohort of incident patients

with PAH. Long-term prognosis

was accurately determined using a

simple quantification of the

number of low-risk criteria

present at diagnosis and after

treatment initiation for

WHO/NYHA functional class,

6MWD, RAP and cardiac index.>

Pts who maintained or achieved 
three or four low-risk criteria had 
excellent long-term transplant-
free survival.



<Survival was analysed

using three non-

invasive low-risk

criteria (WHO/ NYHA

functional class I–II,

6MWD >440 m, BNP

<50 ng·L−1 or NT-

proBNP <300 ng·L−1)

assessed at follow-

up.>

Pts who achieved three 
non-invasive low-risk 
criteria 
had excellent long-term 
transplant-free survival.





How to assess the risk in PAH

Everything changes in autumn 2017!

European Risk Stratification tools

Very well accepted since the very first proposal:

1) Because risk stratification is easy to perform, based on a 
CLINICAL approach, even totally non-invasive (6MWT, BNP, 
WHO …); 

2) and easy to understand (pts categorized as
green/yellow/red) and easy thus TO USE; 

3) because now we have more drugs in our armamentarium to 
individualise therapy. 



WE MUST USE risk stratification tools in our everyday clinical
practice:

1- calculating the RRS or assigning pts to a risk category
(whichever),

2- then trying to optimize therapy accordingly,

(at each visit).

Risk Stratification of pulmonary arterial hypertension. 
Messages for clinicians:



WE MUST USE risk stratification tools in our everyday clinical
practice:

1- calculating the RRS or assigning pts to a risk category
(whichever),

2- then trying to optimize therapy accordingly,

(at each visit).

Risk Stratification of pulmonary arterial hypertension. 
Messages for clinicians:

No excuses.

- because this is ethically correct, in the interest of the patients,

- because this will be a recommendation of the future Guidelines,

- because this is what makes us <experts> in PAH. 



WE MUST USE risk stratification tools in our everyday clinical
practice:

1- calculating the RRS or assigning pts to a risk category
(whichever),

2- then trying to optimize therapy accordingly,

(at each visit).

Risk Stratification of pulmonary arterial hypertension. 
Messages for clinicians:

AFTER this, we may reason on how to improve the algorithms: 

Because risk stratification is a CLINICIAN’S JOB.



These tools are meant to be improved! In each domain. 



Improving Risk Assessment based on hemodynamics! 



981 patients, median follow-up duration of 2.8 years. 

Baseline hemodynamic variables did not predict the risk of death or 
transplantation. After initial treatment, stroke volume index and right atrial pressure 
at first follow-up RHC: SVi and RAP were the strongest independent hemodynamic
prognostic variables.





Improving Risk Assessment based on Imaging



110 pts with incident PAH, undergoing RHC and CMR 

at baseline; 76 with fup data after 12 months of therapy 

EU/REM/FEB15/433ad



A number of echo parameters have been 

associated with prognosis:

Which is the best?

This search for the 
magic bullet is of 
limited value because 
only a 

multiparametric 
approach 

allows to understand 
the pathophysiology of 
the disease (and use 
it to stratify 
prognosis).



A(x,y,z)= e (007325x)+(0526y)-(0.3275z) 

(x=PAPm, y=RAP, z=CI) 

Survival probability at 1, 2 or 3 years:

P(1)=.75A

P(2)=.65A 

P(3)=.55A

NIH equation is a multivariable

equation

• NIH registry: Ann Intern Med 1991; 115:343  

• J Sandoval et al: Circulation 1994; 89:1733

How to assess the risk in PAH



59 IPAH pts; median follow-up 52 months

Int J Cardiol 2010;140:272–278

Hierarchical analysis and mortality rate per 100 person year
Relevant findings



3 Echo indicators of RV function:

TAPSE, Degree of TR, LV EI-d



Improving Risk Assessment based on biomarkers! 



A number of biomarkers have been associated 

with prognosis:



Let’s start using risk stratification tools in everyday clinical practice.

We will soon learn that we clinicians are entitled to make research on 
how to improve risk stratification of PAH.

Risk Stratification
in patients with pulmonary hypertension. 


